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Overview and Objectives

 Trauma and the body

 Trauma and maternal/perinatal mental health

 Music therapy as an intervention

 Application in maternal & perinatal mental health

 Demonstration

 Q & A



Trauma 

“Any event that overwhelm[s] the ordinary human adaptations to life.” 

-Judith Herman, Trauma and Recovery



THE BODY KEEPS THE SCORE:
BRAIN, MIND, AND BODY IN THE

HEALING OF TRAUMA

Bessel Van Der Kolk, M.D.

“Trauma is much more than a 

story about something that 

happened long ago. The 

emotions and physical 

sensations that were imprinted 

during the trauma are 

experienced not as memories 

but as disruptive physical 

reactions in the present.”

p. 206



Effects of trauma

 Hypervigilance

 Loss of speech

Memory blocks

 Depersonalization, dissociation, loss of self, splitting in 

personality

 Inability to choose, control, flee

 Inability to maintain healthy relationships

 Addiction to trauma, substances, work, sex, etc



PTSD

 Exposure to a scary or violent situation, involving actual or threatened death, serious injury, or 
sexual assault 

 Intrusive memories 

 Nightmares

 Avoidance 

 Negative changes in thinking and mood

 Hypervigilance 

 Easily startled 

 Irritability

 Difficulty with concentration

 Overwhelming guilt or shame 



Trauma & the Brain

 When we remember a traumatic event, memory centers in the front lobes shut down, 
and we become overwhelmed by feelings

 The limbic system responds to memories with increased activity- sounding the alarm of 
the amygdala, the smoke detector of the brain. It thinks we are in danger right now. 

 After the alarm is raised, our brain stem reacts. Our heart rate increases, our breath may 
increase, muscles tense. We either become activated- hyperaousal or shut down-
hypoarousal

 Trauma can cause your brain to remain in a state of hypervigilance, suppressing 
memory and impulse control and trapping you in a constant state of strong emotional 
reactivity.

 Bessel van der Kolk: Trauma impacts the threat perception system, so they may see 
danger when there is none



Recovery: 

rewiring the 

mind and body Yoga, Tai 
Chi, 

Qigong

Mindfulness

Neurofeedback

Guided 
restructuring 

(IFS)
EMDR

Expressive 
arts

Somatic 

therapy

Narrative 
therapy

Psychodynamic 
approaches



Impact of Trauma on the Perinatal Period

 A study found that women with posttraumatic stress symptoms reported experiencing 

more panic, anger, thoughts of death, mental defeat, and dissociation during birth. 

 After birth they reported difficulty staying in the present, more painful memories, intrusive 

memories, and rumination than women without PTSD symptoms

 Long term effects including emotional detachment from babies and partner, and fear of 

future pregnancies

 Could negatively impact the parent/infant relationship and attachment

 Women with childhood abuse and IPV have more difficulty establishing an emotional 

connection with the fetus and infant.



Impact of Trauma on the Perinatal Period: 

continued…

 Epigenetics- the intergenerational transmission of adversity

 “Fetal programming”- links prenatal stress to alterations of fetal development and an 

increased risk of psychiatric conditions later in life

 High maternal ACE (Adverse Childhood Experiences) scores before conception were 

associated with lower infant RCA (respiratory sinus arrhythmia). 

 PTSD was associated with shorter gestation and lower birth weight

 PTSD was associated with higher stress hormone (cortisol) across the day



Perinatal Stress

 The stress response is the body's response to threatening environmental stressors by activating 
the sympathetic nervous system

 While intended as an adaptive response for safety and survival by activating fight or flight, 
persistent stress response can lead to physical and emotional exhaustion, feeling out of control, 
low self-esteem, sleep difficulty, and high blood pressure

 PTSD can occur when our brain thinks we are still in danger, continuously activating fight or 
flight

 Stress can be a predictor of a depression or anxiety diagnosis 

 Studies indicate the impact of prenatal stress as a risk for postpartum depression (and other 
postpartum diagnoses)

 The factor most associated with stress was having three or more stressful life events in the year 
prior to delivery 



What is Music Therapy?

 Music Therapy is the clinical & evidence-based use of music interventions to accomplish 

individualized goals within a therapeutic context

 Music therapy is an intervention, NOT a stand alone therapy.

 Music therapy involves engaging with music while monitoring emotions, somatic 

sensations, emotions, beliefs, memories, imagery and intuitive responses. 

 Music therapy teaches how to deepen individual capacity to focus inward utilizing music 

as a tool to explore the self. 



Cornerstones of Music therapy

 Present-centered

 Mindfulness

 Re-learning somatic responses to external stimuli

 Self-soothing nervous system



Music therapy continued… 

 Music therapy aims to reprogram the responsive and reactive programming of trauma

 Music therapy can permeate what the mind thinks and bring it back to a place of being 

able to tolerate what it feels.

 Can increase experience of safety when dysregulated.

 Asks individual to become curious about their experience and thus increase self-

awareness.



How to integrate into practice:

 Psychoeducation on trauma and the body

 Building an understanding of mind and body connections

 Enhancing client’s dual awareness (experiencing self/observing self)

 Creating a practice around somatic check-ins

 Building an intentional playlist that self-soothes/enhances processing

 Intentional and focused towards experience/outcome



 Music therapy exercise (contingent on time)

 Q & A



Resources

 https://www.musictherapy.org

 https://www.psychologytoday.com

 http://www.healingharmonymt.com

 https://montana.bridges.us
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